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	Nowadays it is hard to find an electronic device which does not use codes: for example, we listen to music via heavily encoded audio CD's and we watch movies via encoded DVD's. There is at least one area where the use of encoding/decoding is not so developed, yet: Flash non-volatile memories. Flash memory high-density, low power, cost effectiveness, and scalable design make it an ideal choice to fuel the explosion of multimedia products, like USB keys, MP3 players, digital cameras and solid-state disk.


	In ECC for Non-Volatile Memories the authors expose the basics of coding theory needed to understand the application to memories, as well as the relevant design topics, with reference to both NOR and NAND Flash architectures. A collection of software routines is also included for better understanding.


	The authors form a research group (now at Qimonda) which is the typical example of a fruitful collaboration between mathematicians and engineers.
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Genetic Programming Theory and Practice IIISpringer, 2005
Genetic Programming Theory and Practice III provides both researchers and industry professionals with the most recent developments in GP theory and practice by exploring the emerging interaction between theory and practice in the cutting-edge, machine learning method of Genetic Programming (GP). The contributions developed from a third workshop at...
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Top 10 Brussels (Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guides)DK Travel, 2010

	Drawing on the same standards of accuracy as the acclaimed DK Eyewitness Travel Guides, each book in DK's Top 10 series uses evocative color photography, excellent cartography, and up-to-date travel content to create a reliable and useful pocket-sized travel guide.

	

	Dozens of Top 10 lists provide vital...
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Knowledge Networks: Innovation Through Communities of PracticeIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Knowledge Networks: Innovations Through Communities of Practice draws on the experience of people who have worked with CoPs in the real world and to present their combined wisdom in a form that is accessible to a wide audience. CoPs are examined from a practical, rather than a purely academic point of view. The book also examines the benefits that...
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High-Powered Investing All-In-One For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2008
Looking for help making smarter, more profitable high-end investment decisions? Why buy ten books that cover each of the major topics you need to understand, when High-Powered Investing All-In-One For Dummies gives you ten expert guide for the price of one?
    This hands-on resource arms you with an arsenal of advanced investing...
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Windows Phone 7 in ActionManning Publications, 2013


	We’ve come from different backgrounds and locations to write this book—Michael is

	a Silverlight MVP who lives in Singapore; Massimo lives in Europe and worked at

	Microsoft on the Windows Phone team; and Timothy lives in the United States and

	was the technical proofreader for other Manning books on WPF and Silverlight....
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Love-Letters and Privacy in Modern China: The Intimate Lives of Lu Xun and Xu GuangpingOxford University Press, 2002
This book opens up three new topics in modern Chinese literary history: the intimate lives of Lu Xun and Xu Guangping as a couple; real and imagined love-letters in modern Chinese literature; and concepts of privacy in China. The scandalous affair between modern China's greatest writer and his former student is revealed in their letters to each...
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